THE REPRESENTATION OF AN ANALYTIC FUNCTION BY GENERAL LAGUERRE SERIES
OTTO SZASZ AND NELSON YEARDLEY 1. Introduction. Hille [4] has solved the problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions that a function be represented by Hermitian series in a strip. Pollard [7] has solved the analogous problem in a strip for Laguerre series of order zero. We propose to solve the problem for Laguerre series of order a(a > -1) getting as a region of convergence a parabola instead of a strip. From this theorem the generalization of Pollard's result follows immediately.
We say that a function of a complex variable f(z) where z -x + iyre iΘ possesses a Laguerre series of order a(a > -1) or a general Laguerre series if ) Jo Ut\x) is the Laguerre polynomial of order a > -1 and degree n given by [8 p. 97 formula 5.1.6] and the above series converges. The series is said to be the Laguerre expansion of f(z).
We define ) of the parabola which is the boundary of the above regions. The main result of this paper is the following. 
We use the estimates
and log ^ < (4 ! w)i. By defining c Λ = i(6 β + do,) > b Λ and using the above estimate of \a%\ we can show that the series
converges {a > -1) by comparing it with the series Σ w 1/n 2 . By direct calculation we can verify that series (2.1) can be put in the form for 2 e ίp(6 Λ ), α >-1.
From [8 p. 197 formula (8.23. 3)] we conclude that the following limit relation holds uniformly in any finite closed region S in the complex zplane excluding the non-negative real axis
We also have the estimate :
and α: is aribitrary and real. The later formula is found in [8 p. 173 formula (7.6.11) ]. Moreover from [7 p. 85 formula 2] it follows that (2.8)
By use of (2.6), (2.2) (2.7) (2.8) and the Weierstrass Λf-test to show uniform convergence of the above series and the comparison test to show convergence of the series in the second line of (2.5) we can then apply the theorem of [9 p. 44 ] to justify the term by term integration of the series in (2.5) .
From [8 p. 15 formula (1.71.6) ] and p. 14 formulas (1.7.4) and (1. Using the above inequality to obtain an estimate of the last integral of (2.5) we obtain : we have
then by applying the last inequality to (2.9) we obtain
Jo
Since e** + 1 > 2 + it (t ^ 0) we get from the last integral
+ \ */ * eχ P(-»*/(* + 4 » eχ P (-= β ί/i + / 2 ) (z e p(6 Λ ) α > -i) where l λ and / 2 represent the first and second integrals respectively in the above line. If x > 16c^ > 16<? > 0 then (2.10) -4giα?*/(l + 4gέa;"έ) < -2gέα;έ < -2χiqi
and by applying inequality (2.10) to the above estimate of / 2 we have (2.11.1)
(z e p(6 tf ) aj > 16cL α > -i) .
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Consider the function μ(t) -xt\(t + 4) + 4g/£. If we define
and if ί 0 represents the value of t for which μ(£) is a minimum then . By (2.12) and (2.13) the above becomes
(z e p(b a ) x By (2.9.1), (2.11.1) and the last inequality we have
But since I λ and / 2 are bounded functions of x for -bl ^ x ^ x 0 we can choose B(a, 6) in the last inequality large enough that the inequality holds for all points z in and on the parabola y 2 -kbl{x + 61). Hence
and for every point 25 in and on the parabola y 2 -46^(x + 61). Moreover by (1.3) (2.6) and (2.7) it can be shown that the Laguerre series (1.1) converges absolutely and uniformly in any closed region for * (zep(p Λ );x> max {16ei; by virtue of (1.4) and the fact that
For the function h{vf) the following two order conditions are equivalent
(w e β(6) q, k, B^b), B % {b) > 0) .
LEMMA 3.1. We define 
and got, (w) is analytic for w 6 s(d a ).
Proof. We make the transformation z -vf on the order condition of Theorem A. Then by equivalence relation (3.1) w e s(b*) so that in conjunction with (3.2) and (3.5) we conclude
for w e s(b a ) and -1 < a. Then by the equivalence relation (3.3) setting q = 2 and A: = 1 we get from the above inequality \f(w 2 ) I g 5(α, δ) exp (J^2 -\u |(δi -v a )i) (w e e(6 e ) -K a) .
The change of variable t = Λ 2 in the integral of equation (3.4), expresses \g«(w)\ by

2w [
Jo^
2\ w\ {max \f{(hw) 2 } o
The above integral converges for each value of a such that a < i and from Pollard's work (see [7 p. 362-363] in particular inequality (3.3)) we conclude that the function outside the integral satisfies the inequality (3.5). From formula (3.4) by expanding a factor of the integrand into a power series we get g(w) = w\ V/W){ Σ ( Using estimate (2.2) and the maximum modulus theorem on f(tw 2 ) for the region
8(d Λ , D): we s(b a ) n ι < bl + D (D > 0)
we get that the above series is in absolute value less then where z Q is a point on the boundary of the region :
The above series converges for a < £. This not only justifies the above term by term integration (see [9 p. 45 
The last line is obtained by substituting (3.6) in the previous line. In equation (3.7) we get the third line from the second by change of variable u -x = v and the fourth from the third by T -vftί -s) .
That the integrand in the first line of (3 .7) is absolutely and uniformly convergent (fixed a > -1 fixed t, |s| < 1 Q^x<D 1^u^ D 2 ) we can show by comparing it with the series CJIfΣ~=oW ί V* which can be done by using estimates (2.7) and (2.8). Thus the integrand of (3.15) can be integrated term by term over the interval 0
by using estimates (2.7) and (2.8) on the first series in the above and then making the change of variable i(u -x) = p. Thus the above series converges and since the series of (3.7) is uniformly convergent by [9] p. 45 can integrate the first series of (3.7) term by term :
Equating the coefficients of the two power series in s, we get Lemma 3.2. If in Lemma 3.2 we set a = i and if in the resulting equation we set a -t -J < J (since t < 1) we obtain 
Proof By estimate (2.7) and inequality (3.11) the following integral converges
The reversal of integration will be justified later. Making two successive changes of variable t -ps s -φ we obtain By this relationship and (3.4) the above expression for α£° becomes
since the integrand is an even function. By (3.9) l)!τri}4jB (6) This follows from (3.10). Using Stirling's theorem (see [9 formula (4 
and the relation Γ(^) = (n -1)Γ(^ -1) as well as the estimate (2.2) we get from the above inequality
since 6 > h. We can justify the above interchange of order of integration by proving that the integral is absolutely convergent. (To use [9 p. 55] consider a function which is zero over part of the rectangular region). Since L n i(s) is a polynomial of degree n we have for a fixed n \e~i s Lβ)(s)\ <c (Org s< oo) .
From the above estimate and (3.11) the integral in the second line of (3.13) is in absolute value less than By virtue of (3.12) and (2.6) it follows that the limit (1.3) exists that is a* > 0 and series (1.1) converges for z e p(d a ) and for -1 < a < J. We now want to generalize this result to the condition -1 < a.
From ( (2.6) and (2.7) we have for a fixed z Q , \a c^L^^( z 0 )\-^0 for w -* CXD for ^ 6 p(cZ Λ ) and for -1 < a < J. Hence Hence, by mathematical induction, the range of a for which the series (1.1) converges has been extended to -1 < a.
Since the Abel sum of series (1.1) is f(x) for x ^ 0 and also the same as the Cauchy sum, the Cauchy sum of series (1.1) is/(#) for x Ξ> 0 and -1 < a.
We remarked at the end of § 2 that series (1.1) is an analytic function inside its parabola of convergence. Hence by the identity theorem for analytic functions (see [5 p. 87] ) since both f{z) and series (1.1) are analytic for z e p(d a ) and identical along the real axis they must be identical for z e p(d cύ ) that is inside their common region of analyticity which is the parabola of convergence of the series : y 2 and conversely by (3.1). Since f(z) = f(vf) = flf(w) the function g(w) will be analytic if f(z) is. Moreover since f(z) = flr(«i) we get the converse by the same reasoning except at 3 = 0, since zi is analytic except at the origin. In a neighborhood of w -0 we have since ^(w) is even and analytic so that f(z) is analytic at z = 0 also.
Applying the transformations (4.2) and (3.2) and the equivalence relations (3.3) to the inequalities (4.1) and (1.5) we get their equivalence because of (3.1).
